Nothing but Heavy Duty

™

BUILD YOUR OWN KIT
Buy any two qualifying
18V Fuel Bare Tools in
stock & receive a FREE

Composite Deck Screws

3999ea
00
2.5” 1050 pk #s 42662-2, 426663-9, 42661-5 115 ea
87
3” 350 pk #s 42643-1, 42644-8, 42642-4 49 ea
97
3” 1050 pk #s 42624-0, 42625-7, 42623-3 135 ea
2.5” 350 pk #s 42681-3, 42682-0, 42680-6

Battery Charger (48-59-1812)
2-18V 5.0ah Batteries (48-11-1852)
& Contractor Bag (50-55-3560)
Value of Free Goods $250.00

Choose from Maderia, Pebble or Saddle.
TrapEase 3 is the only deck screw
guaranteed to create a clean finished look
without predrilling in all three types of
synthetic decking: composite, PVC, and
capstock. Anti-fade head paint, the new
anti-strip Torx® TTAP® drive system, and a
lifetime corrosion warranty make TrapEase 3
the Ultimate Composite Deck Screw.

Qualifying Tools: 2729-20 M18 Fuel Bandsaw, 2731-20 M18
Fuel 7-1/4" Circ. Saw, 2730-20 M18 Fuel 6-1/2" Circ Saw,
2766-20 M18 Fuel High Torque 1/2" Impact, 2720-20 M18
Fuel Sawzall, 2707-20 M18 Fuel 1/2" HoleHawg

99

$

#29824

Pro Level Set

129

$

#29924 Magnetic Pro Level Set
Each set includes a Set Includes
48" and 24" Levels & 10" Torpedo Level.
Compact, easy to clean, tough.

99

$

48” & 16” Aluminum
Box Beam Level Set
#37816. Professional grade
levels; accuracy certified.
Clear vials with spring
steel hairline indicators.

299

$

$
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Plate Level 7’ to 12’
#35712. Fully sealed solid
rail (six sided) extension
eliminates deflection, and
delivers the smoothest
extension movement
available. Removable
1-5/8” stand-offs reach
around braces.

18 Volt Compact
Drill/Impact Kit
#2691-22. Lightweight durability.
Includes 18-volt compact drill/driver,
1/4-inch hex impact driver, 2
compact batteries, charger, & case.

ONLY

119

$

18 Volt Compact
Impact Driver Kit

$

219

$

Jamber Level Set
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#37532. Jamber Level Set
gives you a 78-inch level
and a 32-inch level, providing you with a versatile
and professional-grade
tool combo ideal for setting door frames, headers,
sills and thresholds.

109

Packout 22"
Rolling Tool Box

#2656-21P. The most powerful 1/4
inch hex compact impact driver in its
class and offers the best power to
size ratio among like competitors.

#8426. Solid construction, heavy duty
latches and an IP65 rated weather seal
easily withstanding tough use on the
jobsite. With organizer tray.

310

$

3-1/4" Plastic
Collated Framing Nailer
#NR83A5. Cylinder valve drive system for rapid
response and increased durability. Tool-less depth
of drive adjustment.Accepts two strips of nails at a
time and locking feeder system makes
replenishments quick and easy.

359

$

2-1/2” Coil Siding Nailer

#NV65AH. 4.6lbs. Depth of drive
adjustment to countersink or flush drive
nails. Drives wire and plastic sheet collated nails
for added flexibility. Adjustable air deflector, directs
the air exhaust in any direction.

349

$

2-1/2” Strap-Tite
Strip Nailer
#NR65AKS. Lightweight for easy
maneuverability. Narrow design for ease of
use in tight spaces. Adjustable air deflector
directs the air exhaust in any direction. With a
short magazine for tight angles.

Tool has a
Lifetime Mfg
Warranty!

18V Cordless Brushless Finish Nailers
2" 18 Ga Brad Nailer #NT1850DE
2-1/2" 16 Ga Straight Finish Nailer #NT1865DM
2-1/2" 15 Ga Straight Finish Nailer #NT1865DA

339
$
369
$
369
$

Powered by a Compact 3.0Ah Lithium Ion battery that is 3/4"
shorter and .6 lbs lighter than a conventional 3.0Ah battery for
complete portability. Freedom from cumbersome air hose and
compressor saves time in setup, during applications and in
jobsite clean up. Unique air spring drive system (similar to
Hitachi's pneumatic line) that uses compressed air to drive each
nail resulting in zero ramp up time, increased shooting
speed, recoil that feels like a pneumatic nailer,
quicker response time between drives, better
flush driving- even at an angle and easy
maintenance due to fewer parts to manage.

The right information. The right materials. The right lumberyardsm

$

166

9’x150’ House Wrap

#Tyvek. Fully sealed solid DuPont™ Tyvek®
HomeWrap® is the original house wrap,
incorporating unique material science that
helps keep air and water out, while letting
water vapor escape.

49
149
188

#915FW 9”x15’ roll
$
#6FW 6”x75’ roll
$
#9FW 9”x75’ roll

$

Dupont Flex Wrap
Self adhered butyl flashing helps prevent
water intrusion at window and door sills
without mechanical fasteners.
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